Job Opportunity: Sears Loss Prevention

Address: 100 Cambridgeside Place Cambridge Massachusetts 2141

Contact: Maureen Eames/Mike Fallon Jr

Phone: 617-252-3652; Email: Michael.FallonJr@searshc.com

Website: www.sears.com/careers

Loss Prevention Associate - Door Guard

Job Responsibilities:

• Detects and respond to external theft incidents is effective in detecting theft potential through external sources

• Effective in monitoring internal incidents and reporting to Loss Prevention Lead/Manager and Store Manager

• Monitors areas of visible shrink and assists in correcting deficiencies

• Assists in reporting and following up on customer accidents and assists to maintain a safe, clean store

• Assists in training store associates on proper safety procedures and equipment, loss prevention and shrink control measures/procedures

• Completes required inventories and audits at the request of the Store Manager and Loss Prevention Lead/Manager

• Works with Loss Prevention Lead/Manager utilizing loss prevention physical monitoring equipment

• Utilizes the Loss Prevention Information System and its reports

• Maintains a professional appearance and demonstrates a high level of confidentiality on internal integrity opportunities

• Accounts for and ships all outbound merchandise, including Genco/Vendor returns accurately and in accordance to Company policy

• Ensures all claims are processed and up to date on outbound merchandise deliveries • Performs other duties as assigned

Summary of Qualifications:

• Strong verbal, written and analytical skills

• One year retail experience, loss prevention experience or equivalent

• Must be able to make appropriate decisions in stressful situations

• Must be able to follow written and verbal instructions

• Repetitive bending, lifting, stretching and reaching skills • Must be 18 years of age or older 18 Years Old

• Weekend Availability